Dear Mr Chung Ung,
This is to inform you of my decision to resign with immediate effect from my positions as ITF Vice
President , and Executive Board member.
The reason is that I want to stay a neutral ITF Grandmaster, with all the divided ITF groups; I freely
can communicate with all the groups for contributing in unifying ITF Taekwondo. Furthermore, which
lead to One Taekwon‐Do in the world (ITF and WTF).
As a Pioneer, and one of the original ITF Taekwon‐Do grandmasters, my vision is to unify ITF, in order
to achieve a One Taekwon‐Do in the world as per General Choi’s last wishes which is: Unconditionally
ITF and WTF should unify”, it will contribute to the world’s Taekwondo families among each other for
Brotherhood, Peace and Harmony.
I hope that this letter explained well the reasons for my resignation.
Sincerely yours
Grandmaster Jong Soo Park

To Mr Ri Yong Son,
Refering to your letter sent to all ITF members with regards to my resignation, I would like to follow
up with this letter.
It seems to me that you did not read well my resignation. I did not resigned from the ITF, but from
my position in the Chung Ung group of ITF. you can not suspend my ITF membership because you are
ITF Chung Ung group only, because your group is not representing the whole of ITF, unfortunately at
this moment, your group lost in Vienna Courts for the Original ITF dispute legality by plaintif ITF Tran
Quan group.
As a Pioneer of Taekwon‐Do, and one of the Founding members of ITF and Original Grandmaster of
ITF, I followed the late Founder of Taekwon‐Do and President of ITF General Choi's last wishes.
I am fullfilling his wishes to my best, with passion and determination, unfortunately you the Chung
Ung group HQ were nothing but desapointment for me and the world ITF community.
You have changed the ITF Constitution without presenting it to the General Congress Meeting, and
without their approval
a) Election and Executive Board due date of their duties
b) Change consultative Council: Consultative Council is elected by members in during the General
Congress meeting, and their represent for ITF members and their mandate is for 7 years, this is
absolutely a democratic practice. in Chung Ung group it was changed , as a sub‐committee that they
are appointed by the President as an advisor for President, which makes this a fully powerful ITF
President with a dictatorship.
c) Chung Ung has promised to the members to merge with the WTF, and the ITF members will go to
the Olympic Games.
8 years later we find that ITF Chung Ung group is isolated and not recognised by any of the
international Sport community eg. IOC, GAISF, CISM.
d) ITF Chung Ung group is operating without a Democratic policy, and use the method of "divide and
control" therefore all of the NGBs and members are suffering from this.
I will carry on my hard work for the unification of all ITF groups with a win‐win policy for the benifit
of all.
I am sorry that I am writing this unpleasant letter but you have left me no choice.
Grandmaster Jong Soo Park

